
 

Meyland Carlift ®  

The MEYLAND CARLIFT is the    
perfect lifting solution in the car! 
The MEYLAND CARLIFT lifts       
disabled persons in and out of cars     
without problems. The lift is operated 
either by the disabled person, or - if 
necessary - by an assistant.  
 

Car use  
The MEYLAND CARLIFT can be 
mounted in either the left or the right 
hand side of cars with two or four 
doors, and the lift arm is adjustable to 
fit the lift to different car sizes. The 
lifting/lowering function works by a 12 
volt motor, which is supplied with 
power from the car battery. The lift is      
operated from a small control box 
with push buttons. The box is       
connected to the lift with a spiral    
cable long enough to make it        
possible for an assistant outside the 
car to operate the lift. The sideways 
movements are done manually. The 
MEYLAND CARLIFT is supplied with 
a nylon sling seat which has three 
mounting points to give a safe lift, 
and the sling seat is available in 2 
different sizes (see backside).  

When the MEYLAND CARLIFT is not 
in use or while driving it can in one 
single grip be lifted off and put into 
the trunk.  
 

Flexible  
By using a removable installation in 
the door hinge MEYLAND CARLIFT 
can be used without leaving any 
holes or connection in the car.  
 

Same lift /  
Many applications  
This is an economical solution and 
the flexible MEYLAND CARLIFT  can 
also be used inside the home.  
The MEYLAND CARLIFT is the    
perfect lifting solution at home!  
 
 
The MEYLAND CARLIFT can also be 
used at home in the bedroom, the 
bathroom etc. and is operated in the 
same way as in the car. The lift can 
be used for lifting the person from the 
wheelchair to the bed, the toilet, the 
bath etc. Furthermore, the MEYLAND 
CARLIFT can lift a person off the 

floor! For the use at home a height 
adjustable wall console is available, 
which is bolted onto the wall at the 
desired place.  
 

Easy to handle  
The MEYLAND CARLIFT is lifted  
into the console and supplied with 
power from a 12/230 volt transformer. 
Both lift and transformer can be used 
elsewhere in the house wherever wall 
consoles are mounted. An extension 
arm is available making the lift cover 
a wider area. The extension arm is 
also useful where the space is       
limited. The MEYLAND CARLIFT is  
lifted off the console in one single 
grip  weighs only 13,5 kg – but lifts up 
to 125 kg  

Unique to lift users from wheelchair into the car  
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Length  

 
57-65 cm  

 
Width 

 
10 cm   

 
Sling seat, standard 

 
No. 5  

 
Min. height:  

 
35 cm  

 
Lifting height:  

 
39 cm 

 
Max. load 

 
125 kg 

 
Weight:  

 

 
13,5 kg 

Tekniske data  

Sling seat for the Carlift  
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Meyland Carlift ®  

Accessories  

• Extra lift console mounting set for a car 

• Wall console 

• Extension arm 

• Height increasing pin 

• Extra canvas sling seat 

The sling seat is availab-
le in 2 sizes  

 
Sling seat:  

 
A 
 

 
B 

 
C 

 
D 

 
No. 1 

 
113 cm  

 
47 cm  

 
89 cm  

 
52 cm  

 
 

Size corresponds approx. to a bodyweight of 70– 125  kg 
and a height of 1.70 m or more.  

  

 
No. 5 ( std.)  

 
82 cm  

 
47 cm  

 
85 cm  

 
50 cm 

 
Size corresponds approx. to a bodyweight of up to  70  

and a height of less than  1.75 m.  
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